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Cost-Efficient Parallel Processing of Irregularly Structured
Problems in Cloud Computing Environments
Jens Haussmann*† · Wolfgang Blochinger* · Wolfgang Kuechlin†

Abstract In this paper, we deal with optimizing the
monetary costs of executing parallel applications in
cloud-based environments. Specifically, we investigate
on how scalability characteristics of parallel applications impact the total costs of computations. We focus on a specific class of irregularly structured problems, where the scalability typically depends on the input data. Consequently, dynamic optimization methods
are required for minimizing the costs of computation.
For quantifying the total monetary costs of individual
parallel computations, the paper presents a cost model
that considers the costs for the parallel infrastructure
employed as well as the costs caused by delayed results. We discuss a method for dynamically finding the
number of processors for which the total costs based on
our cost model are minimal. Our extensive experimental
evaluation gives detailed insights into the performance
characteristics of our approach.
Keywords High Performance Distributed Computing · Cloud Computing · Parallel Computing · Cost
Model · Irregularly Structured Problems

1 Introduction
In recent years cloud computing evolved to a mature
computing paradigm, attracting more and more attention from both industry and academia. In particular,
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cloud computing has turned out to be a very promising technological and organizational path heading the
utility computing vision.
Also from the perspective of parallel processing,
cloud computing can be of considerable interest. For
example, one can easily employ typical IaaS (Infrastructure-as-a-Service) cloud offerings to construct (virtual) parallel environments that share many characteristics with on-site compute clusters built of commodity hardware. While the cloud-based solution permits
pay-per-use and elasticity of resources, traditional cluster computing requires considerable upfront investment
and allows only static scaling by manually adding extra cluster nodes. Thus, cloud computing enables highly
scalable parallel execution environments (e.g., regarding the number of utilized processors) that permit immediate, fine-grained cost control.
However, overall scalability of a parallel system is
often limited by the characteristics of the considered
parallel algorithm. With an increasing number of processors also the parallel overhead (i.e., processor idling,
excess computation, and communication) increases, resulting in decreasing parallel efficiency. Ultimately, this
means that at some scale we are not able to transform
money spent for additional computing resources into
an adequate benefit, i.e., increased speedup of computation or a higher processing rate. Cloud-based parallel
computing environments allow us to better cope with
this situation by optimizing the total costs of individual computations. In this context, we consider the total
costs of a computation to be comprised of the money
spent on the parallel computing resources and the costs
caused by delayed or less accurate results of computations.
In this paper, we apply these principles to so-called
irregularly structured problems. This class of parallel ap-
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plications is characterized by varying and unknown task
sizes as well as highly unstructured communication patterns. Moreover, the overall scalability of a computation highly depends on the input data and also cannot
be determined by a (semi-) static analysis. As a consequence, we need an entirely dynamic method for finding
the number of processors for which the total costs are
minimal.
In this paper we make the following contributions:
– We introduce a cost model for parallel computations
that considers the costs of the cloud infrastructure
employed as well as the application-specific opportunity costs for delayed results.
– Based on the cost model, we discuss an optimization
method for minimizing the costs of computing irregularly structured problems, which relies on adaptive
parallelism.

timal) solution. For this kind of problems, it is in general possible to decompose the whole problem into several tasks for parallel execution (i.e., employing
exploratory decomposition techniques). These tasks represent a subtree of the state space. However, one cannot control or even estimate the size of the individual
tasks. As a result, the task sizes of a parallel computation can vary considerably (cf. Figure 1). In order to
minimize processor idling, dynamic problem decomposition and consequently dynamic load balancing become
necessary. Thus, during computation tasks are continuously generated (by splitting the search space of existing tasks) and transferred to idle processors. Typically,
this process leads to highly dynamic computation and
communication patterns, where the degree of dynamism
reflects the degree of irregularity.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
In Section 2, we give a brief characterization of irregularly structured problems along with a discussion of
suitable parallelization techniques. Section 3 discusses
our cost model for parallel computations in cloud environments. In Section 4, we present our optimization
method for dynamically minimizing the costs of computation. An overview of the cloud-based architecture and
implementation of our method is the topic of Section 5.
Section 6 reports on the results of our performance evaluation. Section 7 discusses related work.

2 Parallel Execution of Irregularly Structured
Problems

Task D

Task A

Task B

Task C

Fig. 1 Exploratory search space decomposition.

Irregularly structured problems can be found in various
application domains like astrophysics, fluid dynamics,
system modeling and simulation, computer graphics,
exhibiting a different manifestation and also a different degree of irregularity. They are characterized by
highly input-dependent and unstructured computation
and communication patterns [48]. Our work focuses on
task-parallel irregularly structured problems (in contrast to data-parallel ones, like sparse-matrix computations).
One important class of task-parallel irregularly structured problems are heuristic search applications based
on state space search where (feasible) solutions are represented as paths in a tree-shaped state space [17]. Prominent application domains are artificial intelligence (e.g.,
[11], [26]), electronic design automation (e.g., [36], [35],
[10]) as well as discrete optimization (e.g., [23], [16]).
Geared by a heuristic, a state space tree is explored
by dynamically expanding tree nodes heading for a (op-

The discussed parallelization techniques require a
(distributed) task pool execution model [24]. A task
pool manages the tasks created during computation and
is responsible for serving tasks to idle processors. Basically, the task pool model can be implemented in a centralized or distributed fashion. A central task pool is located at a single node, accessible by all processors. This
approach is only feasible if the pool is rarely accessed
because otherwise it becomes a bottleneck. In contrast,
in the distributed task pool approach each processor
maintains a local pool accessible by all other processors (cf. Figure 2), resulting in a balanced access distribution and increased scalability. For transferring tasks
between the distributed pools, sender-initiated schemes
(i.e., work-sharing) or receiver-initiated schemes (i.e.,
work-stealing) triggered by threshold values on the pool
size can be employed. We decided to employ work-
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1) Get task
2) Execute task
2a) Create new task(s)
2b) Put task(s) in queue
3) Task finished

Distributed task pool

Worker 1

Worker 2

Load-balancing
via work-stealing
Local
task queue
Worker n

Fig. 2 Load-balancing and task processing in a distributed
task pool.

stealing since it has been proven that the system load
does not grow unbounded with time, making workstealing a stable load balancing algorithm [7].
For the considered application class a high degree of
irregularity results in high overhead (in the form of processor idling, excess computation, or communication),
leading to poor scalability of the parallel system. Moreover, the computations degree of irregularity is input
dependent such that the same holds for the scalability
behavior.

3 Cost Model
In this section, we deal with the question of quantifying the monetary costs of computations, performed
in cloud-based parallel environments featuring pay-peruse billing. A fundamental observation underlying our
work is that the scalability of a parallel application can
influence the total monetary costs to a significant degree. Intuitively one can say: For a highly scalable problem it is more profitable to utilize additional processors
than for a poorly scalable one. (Note that in this paper we focus on strong scaling, meaning that the problem size remains constant with an increasing number of
processors). To formally define the term profitable we
introduce a cost model for cloud-based parallel computations.

3.1 Derivation of a Cost Model for Parallel Cloud
Computing
A cost model is a simple description of a system, usually represented by a set of mathematical equations
that converts a number of resources or defined input
parameters into cost data [51]. Hence, a cost model is
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an abstraction of a real-world system, implying that not
every aspect of the underlying system is captured.
Employing our cost model, our overall goal is to
find the number of processors for which the total monetary costs of a parallel computation are minimal. As
stated in Section 2, we are focusing on problems where
the scalability highly depends on the input data. This
prevents any upfront optimization, e.g., based on performance data gathered from previous program runs.
Hence, dynamic optimization becomes inevitable. To
meet this requirement, it is crucial to minimize the runtime overhead, in particular concerning collecting the
model’s input data and performing the actual optimization. Consequently, the cost model has to abstract from
the rather complex pricing schemes of cloud providers,
such as the ones of Amazon AWS [1] or Google Cloud
Platform [5]. Keeping also in mind that we are dealing
with compute-intensive parallel applications (in contrast to data-intensive ones), our cost model focuses on
resources that are fundamental for executing this class
of applications. Thus, we explicitly model the costs for
processors and communication, while main memory and
hard disks are treated implicitly.
In the context of parallel computing the costs C are
usually defined as C = Tp ∗ p, where Tp is the parallel runtime using p processors [24]. Following this common definition, costs are expressed in terms of time.
In contrast, the costs of executing cloud applications
are typically expressed in terms of monetary units. A
simple cloud cost model can be found in [25], where
the model from parallel computing is extended towards
pay-per-use, therefore C = Tp ∗ p ∗ cπ , where cπ is the
cloud provider’s price for a single processor per time
unit. More sophisticated cost models for cloud computing also take into account the costs for communication
as well as storage [40], [49], [15].
To derive a cost model that meets our requirements,
it seems natural to integrate established cost models of
cloud and parallel computing in a straightforward manner. However, this would result in a multi-objective optimization problem, encompassing the two conflicting
objectives fast processing versus low monetary costs.
Multi-objective optimization leads to a set of Pareto
optimal solutions, imposing the burden of selecting an
appropriate solution to the user. This is conflicting with
our requirement stated above that optimization must
be accomplished automatically while the computation
is in progress. Converting all objective functions of the
model into a single aggregated objective function is one
way to overcome this situation. An aggregated objective
function implies that all objective goals are converted
and aggregated into the same objective by using suitable methods [38].
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To derive an aggregated objective function, we apply the concept of opportunity costs. This general concept of business economics describes the lost profits
that could be made by an alternative investment of a
scarce resource [27]. Opportunity costs belong to the
implicit costs, modeled as an addend of the total costs.
For example, consider a $1M budget investment decision: Leave the money on the bank account or invest
it into a new production hall. By taking the first option, one will miss the opportunity of profits from the
sale of produced goods. On the other hand, by taking the second option, one will miss the opportunity of
returns on interest from the bank. In the same sense
opportunity costs can be adapted to a computing infrastructure, treating time as a scarce resource. An intuitive example might be an engineer who has to wait
for a computation to finish and cannot proceed with
his work in an optimal manner until the results of the
computation are available. In this situation, the opportunity costs could be expressed regarding the salary of
the engineer, for the time he is waiting for the results.
Also, consider the production processes of a manufacturer. Production workflow scheduling might be done
in a naive manner, resulting in non-optimal schedules.
Here, the opportunity costs can be expressed as overhead, compared to the optimal solution, which would,
however, be more time consuming to compute. Both
examples have shown that opportunity costs are highly
application-specific. Moreover, for a given application
they can also vary depending on the situation or the
point in time. Consider the given example of an engineer for two distinct situations: 1) The engineer has
additional lower priority tasks to do while waiting for
the computation to finish. 2) The engineer has no more
tasks left while waiting for the computation to finish.
In the first situation, the opportunity costs are much
smaller since the simultaneously working of the engineer generates additional incomes.
Motivated by our observations, we propose the cost
function given in Equation 1 to formalize our cost model
for parallel cloud computing. Subsequently, we discuss
all constituents of the cost function in detail.

C(p) = Ccp (p) + Ccom (p) + Cop (p)

(1)

The parameter p represents the number of (virtual)
processors allocated from the cloud provider. The number of processors is our only controlling lever since generally all scaling operations of a parallel computing infrastructure are supposed to change the level of parallelism while keeping the relative capacity of all other
resource parameters (such as memory) constant.

The computing costs Ccp (p) are modeled in an analogous manner to [25].
Ccp (p) = Tp ∗ p ∗ cπ

(2)

This cost component expresses the costs that are
charged for the virtual computing infrastructure. We
assume that each virtual processor is coupled with an
appropriate size of main memory and hard disk. The
constant cπ expresses the costs for a single virtual processor per time unit, including the costs for main memory and hard disk. Note that Tp and p correlate in a
specific way, representing the scalability behavior of the
problem.
The communication costs Ccom (p) are modeled as
follows:
Ccom (p) = Tp ∗ Bp ∗ cθ

(3)

Generally, the degree of communication, and therefore the communication cost of a parallel application,
depends on the number of processors p. However, the
exact relationship is highly application-specific. We model
this relationship using the communication rate Bp (in
terms of average bytes received per time unit), as an
application-specific dependency of p. Accordingly, the
overall communication volume of a parallel application
is Tp ∗ Bp . The costs for a single byte received are denoted as cθ . (Note that currently for some cloud providers
cθ = 0 holds true.) Communication costs are an example for illustrating a typical difference between cost
models for cloud and parallel computing. In traditional
parallel computing, communication is treated as constituent part of the overhead of a computation that increases the parallel runtime and thus contributes to the
(computing) costs. However, in cloud computing communication causes additional costs billed by the cloud
provider for transferring data over communication links
between the nodes. Thus, communication contributes to
several cost components.
Finally, the last cost component models the opportunity costs Cop (p) for a parallel cloud computation.
Cop (p) = Tp ∗ cω

(4)

As discussed above, the opportunity costs of the
computation are expressed regarding the parallel runtime and the constant cω denoting the lost opportunities of a simultaneous missed alternative per time unit.
Based on the cost functions defined in Equations 1
to 4 our overall goal is to find the number of processors
for which the total costs C(p) are minimal.
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3.2 Exemplary Application of the Cost Model

$16,0

C(p)

$14,0

In principle, our cost model is applicable for any
compute-intensive parallel cloud application. However,
in our work, we employ this model in the context of
task-parallel, irregularly structured problems. Thus, we
take a closer look at our cost model by examining Equations 1 to 4 in the light of the distributed task pool
execution model. To better understand the characteristics of our cost model, we discuss three illustrative
exemplary problems with different scalability: A perfectly parallelizable problem, a non-parallelizable problem, and a realistic problem, that falls in between the
two extremes. For each problem, we set the price for a
processor to cπ = $0.2/h and for communication to
cθ = $0.1/GB. These prices are in accordance with
typical offerings of public cloud providers, like Amazon
AWS [1] and Google Cloud Platform [5]. As discussed
above, opportunity costs are highly application-specific.
For the purpose of demonstration, we assume costs of
cω = $1/h. Moreover, for all three problems we assume
a sequential runtime of T1 = 12h and model the parallel
1
runtime Tp by Amdahl’s law: Tp = β ∗ T1 + (1−β)∗T
.
p
The three example problems are characterized by a different sequential fraction 0 ≤ β ≤ 1. Furthermore, we
assume a distributed task pool execution environment
that employs a round-robin work-stealing load balancing mechanism. In our model, the load balancing messages constitute the communication rate Bp . We assume
that a worker sends one message every 5 ms on average when running idle and each message has a size of
1 KB. According to Amdahl’s law, parallel overhead
origins solely from sequential fractions of a computation, resulting in idle time. Overall idle time can be
calculated by the difference of the total time spent in
solving a problem in parallel and the time spent performing useful work: Tp ∗ p − T1 = β ∗ T1 ∗ (p − 1). Thus,
we can determine the communication volume Tp ∗ Bp
∗(p−1)
by β∗T15ms
∗ 1KB, and therefore
∗(p−1)
Bp ' β∗T15ms
∗ 1KB ∗ T1p .
We define the perfectly parallelizable problem by
β = 0, hence Tp = Tp1 , ∀p. Consequently, every processor is exclusively performing essential computations
with no manifestation of parallel overhead. Thus, parallel efficiency remains constant at 1.0 for every number of processors p. For the task pool execution model,
this holds true for a computation where each processor
computes a single task of equal size. This also means
that no load balancing takes place. Thus, the number
of bytes received is zero at any time. Figure 3 shows the
cost constituents of Equation 1, as well as the resulting
total costs C(p) of the perfectly parallelizable problem.

Cop(p)

5

Ccp(p)

Ccom(p)

$12,0
$10,0
$8,0
$6,0
$4,0
$2,0
$0,0
1

2

4

8

16

32

p
Fig. 3 Costs of a perfectly parallelizable problem for
p = 1 . . . 32.

One can see continuously decreasing total costs C(p),
with stabilization for an increasing number of processors p. This downward trend is heading towards $2.40,
which can be explained by the reduction of the opportunity costs. The runtime Tp decreases in proportion
to number of processors p, therefore Cop (p) converges
towards zero. Consequently, this means that the computing costs Ccp (p) and communication costs Ccom (p)
together are the limit for the minimum total costs C(p)
of the problem. Another insight from this graph is that
Ccp (p) remains constant for perfectly parallelizable
problems. This means that the problem can either be
calculated with p processors in time t or with t processors in time p for the same costs. Summing up all cost
constituents reveals an execution with minimal total
cost by using the largest possible number of processors.
The non-parallelizable problem is characterized by
β = 1, hence Tp = T1 , ∀p. This means that we have
a single serial task that is executed in the task pool.
Considering the communication overhead due to workstealing messages from load balancing for such a setting, the number of received bytes per time unit Bp
increases for an increasing number of processors p. According to the definition of Bp above and Tp = T1 , ∀p
this results in Bp ' (p−1)
5ms ∗ 1KB. Hence, at any point in
time, p−1 workers are requesting tasks from other workers, leading to a linear growth of the bytes received from
B1 = 0GB/h to B32 = 21.29GB/h. Figure 4 shows the
cost constituents of Equation 1 as well as the resulting
total costs C(p) of the non-parallelizable problem.
Figure 4 is in stark contrast to the previously discussed Figure 3. In the case of a non-parallelizable problem, Cop (p) remains constant because the parallel runtime Tp cannot be reduced through additional processor capacities. Since Tp remains constant and Bp grows
linearly, Ccom (p) grows linearly in the same way. There-
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Fig. 4 Costs for a non-parallelizable problem for p = 1 . . . 32.

fore, C(p) will increase continuously due to idling overhead of the surplus processors as well as the communication overhead for load balancing. Since there are no
cost benefits at all by using multiple processors, p = 1
is the cost minimal computing infrastructure.
Next, we consider a realistic problem, which we model
by β = 0.05. Consequently, Tp = 0.6h + 11.4h
p . For our
task pool execution model, this means processors compete for available tasks, or the workload of transferred
tasks is quite small compared to the overhead of moving
tasks. Therefore, it is characterized by a flattening decrease of the parallel runtime Tp as the number of processors p increases. As before, we determine the communication rate based on idle time. Accordingly, the rate
of received bytes has again a nearly linear growth from
B1 = 0GB/h to B32 = 13.3GB/h. (Note that these
values are in line with our experimental results from
Section 6.3.2). Figure 5 shows the cost constituents of
Equation 1 as well as the resulting total costs C(p) of
the realistic problem.
$16,0

C(p)

$14,0

Cop(p)

Ccp(p)

Ccom(p)
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p
Fig. 5 Costs for a realistic problem for p = 1 . . . 32.
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Using the insights from the previous discussion of
the perfectly- and non-parallelizable problems allows
us to explain the characteristics of the resulting line
graphs in this figure: Up to a certain number of processors, which is p = 8 in the case at hand, it is profitable
to utilize additional processors since the reduction of
opportunity costs outweighs the increased computing
infrastructure costs. However, exceeding this boundary
increases the total costs with every additional processor.
A characteristic that plays a significant role for the
cost optimization method discussed in the next section is the unimodal shape of our cost function, which
means that it exhibits only a single minimum. This results from the unimodality of the three constituent costfunctions and their continuous flattening/increasing
growth rate. The gained saving of opportunity costs of
every new processor gets smaller with increasing number of processors, whereas communication and computing costs increase more for every additional processor.
4 Heuristic Cost Optimization
Using the cost function discussed in the previous section, we can determine the total costs C(p) of a parallel
cloud computation with p processors by measuring the
parallel runtime Tp . This implies that the computation
has been completed. However, our primary goal is to
employ the cost function to find the most cost-efficient
number of processors for a computation, hence, choosing p so that the total costs C(p) are minimal. In principle, this scenario requires a priori knowledge of the
correlation of p and Tp , i.e., the scalability characteristics of the application at hand.
There are several ways of gaining insight into the
scalability characteristics. If an application class shows
a reproducible scalability behavior for different computations, one can measure Tp for all relevant numbers of
processors p using a prototypical application and input
data. The resulting cost curve can be used for optimizing future parallel computations of this application.
However, this approach is not feasible for applications
that exhibit an unpredictable interdependence between
input values and scalability, like some classes of irregularly structured problems, which we are focusing on
in this paper. As a consequence, for such applications,
it is inevitable to capture the scalability characteristics at runtime by an appropriate heuristic. We accomplish this by applying the concept of adaptive parallelism, i.e., by measuring and analyzing the impact of
adaptations of the number of utilized processors during
parallel computations. This results in a set of measurements of runtime data for different numbers of proces-
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sors (hereinafter referred to as probe points), which we
employ for approximating the cost curve and finding
the most cost-efficient number of processors. Generally,
for determining the scalability characteristics there is a
conflict between the accuracy of the approximation and
the resulting overhead. On the one hand, a higher number of probe points results in a more accurate picture
of the computation’s scalability and the resulting cost
curve. On the other hand, a higher number of probe
points results in a higher overhead since more time
of the computation is spent on utilizing a non-optimal
number of processors. To deal with this situation, we
employ a heuristic, which is responsible for approximating the scalability and the computation’s cost curve and
at the same time finds the most cost-efficient number
of processors. Thus, our approach enables cost driven
auto-scaling for parallel cloud computations that are
characterized by an unknown scalability behavior.

4.1 Dynamic Cost Approximation
In order to be able to dynamically approximate the cost
function C(p) of a parallel computation, some adaptations need to be carried out. One obvious issue is that
the values for the parallel runtime Tp and the communication volume Tp ∗ Bp are only available after a parallel program run with p processors is completed. We
overcome this situation by considering the parallel efficiency E(p). The parallel efficiency of a computation
represents the fraction of time spent on essential work.
The remaining time constitutes the parallel overhead
resulting from communication, excess computation, or
processor idling. Hence, we substitute the parallel runTs
time according to Tp = E(p)∗p
[24] in Equations 2 to 4,
delivering Equation 5. As we will discuss below, the
efficiency can be approximated by taking performance
probes at runtime. Considering the parallel efficiency
also allows an estimation of the communication costs
Ccom (p), provided that the communication rate Bp is
known. In line with the probing mechanism discussed
below, we can also estimate the value of Bp .

C(p) =
Ts
Ts
Ts
(
∗ cπ ) + (
∗ Bp ∗ cθ ) + (
∗ cω )
E(p)
E(p) ∗ p
E(p) ∗ p
|
{z
} |
{z
} |
{z
}
Ccp (p)

Ccom (p)
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Algorithm 1 Probe
Output:
ep,t - Normalized costs for current number of processors
C
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

p ← currentNumberOfProcs()
t ← currentTime()
array efficiency[p]
array communication[p]
for i=0 to p-1 step +1 do
efficiency[i] ← Probe efficiency of processor πi
communication[i] ← Probe comm. rate of processor πi
end for
ep,t ← avg(efficiency[])
E
ep,t ← sum(communication[])
B
ep,t ← ( 1 ∗ cπ ) + ( 1 ∗ B
ep,t ∗ cθ ) + ( 1 ∗ cω )
C
e
e ∗p
e ∗p
E
E
E
p,t

p,t

p,t

the minimum. For finding the most cost-efficient number of processors the actual value of Ts is irrelevant
(thus we can assume w.l.o.g. Ts = 1).
To estimate the parallel efficiency, we measure the
time that a worker-thread of our task pool occupies
a processor and periodically compare this time to the
time elapsed. This is accomplished by instrumenting
the program code of the task pool at the corresponding
locations, allowing us to take probes with a varying duration d on all participating processors. The arithmetic
mean of all probes from the same point in time t delivers
ep,t . With this technique,
the approximated efficiency E
two constituents of overhead, namely communication,
and idling, can be captured. An analysis of our task
pool implementation revealed that excess-computation
is negligible compared to the other constituents of overhead. Monitoring the communication rate of the parallel computation is done in a similar way, i.e., by probing
the transmitted data of all communication sockets, deep,t .
livering the approximated communication rate B
Note that the duration d of a probe may influence
the quality of our method: A long duration can lead to
more accurate and reliable results but limits the flexibility of making fast decisions, whereas a short duration
may be inaccurate and unreliable but leads to more
flexibility.
Algorithm 1 formalizes the described procedure for
approximating the costs. It is executed by a coordinator process that monitors the workers of the task pool
under control of our optimization method, which we
discuss next.

4.2 Dynamic Cost Optimization

Cop (p)

(5)
Note that the sequential runtime Ts does not affect
the location of the cost minimum, but only the value of

The primary challenge our optimization method has to
cope with is to perform scaling operations based on
limited knowledge about the shape of the cost function
of the current computation. Basically, we continuously
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extend this knowledge by monitoring the application’s
efficiency and communication rate for different numbers
of processors. To keep the overhead low, it is crucial to
check only as few as possible such probe points because
each probe causes overhead. Actually, in the course of
the parallel computation we vary the number of processors used, take efficiency and network probes, calculate
the resulting approximated costs and use the results to
steer the overall optimization process.
Specifically, our approach is based on the ternary
search method that recursively finds the minimum of a
unimodal function f [31]. Figure 6 illustrates the principal idea behind this approach for two different example
functions. In each iteration we evaluate f for two probe
points xa and xb that are located between the borders
xstart and xend of the considered search interval. Actually, this divides the search interval into the three
intervals [xstart , xa ], [xa , xb ], and [xb , xend ]. By comparing f (xa ) and f (xb ) we can either drop [xstart , xa ) or
(xb , xend ] and recursively proceed with the remaining
two intervals. For example, consider a situation where
f (xa ) < f (xb ) holds. Note, that in Figure 6 this is the
case for both example functions. For a unimodal function it is obvious that the minimum cannot be in the
interval (xb , xend ]. However, it is not clear whether the
minimum is in interval [xstart , xa ] or in interval [xa , xb ].
For similar reasons, we can drop the interval [xstart , xa )
when f (xa ) > f (xb ) holds.
x
b

x
a

x
end

f(x)

x
start

x

Fig. 6 Search intervals of ternary search method.

Algorithm 2 shows how we employ the ternary search
technique for minimizing the cost function of a running
parallel computation. It is executed by a coordinator
process concurrently to the worker processes of the task
pool that perform the actual computation. Basically, it
monitors the state of the worker processes employing
the previously discussed Algorithm 1 for taking probes
and triggers scaling actions using Algorithm 3.
According to the ternary search method, two probe
points are taken in every iteration for narrowing the
search interval. These correspond to two different numbers of processors executing worker processes for which

we take efficiency and network probes and evaluate our
cost function.
Algorithm 3 dynamically scales the number of processors used for worker processes. Increasing the number of processors is trivial for our task pool execution model, where new processors just start participating in the computation by stealing tasks (cf. AddToPool() in Algorithm 3, Line 15). However, decreasing the number of processors involves multiple steps to
guarantee consistency (cf. RemoveFromPool() in Algorithm 3, Line 5). Specifically, we have to ensure that a
processor owns no tasks before it is removed, to prevent
losing tasks. For this, we have to stop the current task
of the processor, cancel all pending steal requests, and
migrate all remaining tasks to other processors.
We can shut down a processor (i.e., stop billing) if
the search process reaches a state where it is guaranteed
that this processor does not take part anymore. This
applies whenever the search procedure drops the last
third of the current search interval, as seen in Line 23 27 of Algorithm 2. However, if there is uncertainty as to
whether a processor is part of subsequent search intervals, we keep the processor in a standby pool for later
use (cf. Line 6 of Algorithm 3).
4.3 Phases of the Computation
In our approach, the parallel computation can be in
one of the following two phases: Scaling phase or stable
phase. In the scaling phase, the optimization procedure
previously discussed takes place (cf. Algorithms 1 to 3).
Once the number of processors with optimal costs is
found the stable phase starts, keeping the number of
processors at a constant value. Nevertheless, taking efficiency and communication probes for evaluating the
cost function is continued (cf. Algorithm 1). In case of
ep,t , a transition to
a significant change of the costs C
another scaling phase needs to be carried out in order
to ensure the accuracy of our method. As a result, in
the course of a computation, a continuous alternation
of both phases is taking place.
During the stable phase, we only know the recent
ep,t for the current number of
progression of the costs C
processors. Generally, we cannot make any assumptions
ep,t , whether for the
regarding the future evolution of C
current number of processors nor for all other numbers
of processors. One possibility to deal with this situation
is to preventively switch to a new scaling phase at fixed
time intervals.
However, performing phase transitions can be accomplished more effectively, provided that the application at hand allows additional assumptions on the runtime characteristics. For certain parallel applications,
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Algorithm 2 Search
Input:
pstart - Start point of search interval,
pend - End point of search interval
1: persistent array costs[maxNumberOfProcs()+1]
B Probes
l
m already taken. Position 0 is unused
start
2: pa ← pend −p
+ pstart
3
j
k
pend −pstart
3: pb ← pend −
3
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:

if costs[pa ] == undefined then
Scale(pa ); costs[pa ] ← Probe()
end if
if costs[pb ] == undefined then
Scale(pb ); costs[pb ] ← Probe()
end if
if pend − pstart ≤3 then
Scale(pstart ); costs[pstart ] ←Probe()
Scale(pend ); costs[pend ] ←Probe()
cmin ← ∞
for i=pstart to pend step +1 do
if costs[i] < cmin then
cmin ← costs[i]
pmin ← i
end if
end for
Scale(pmin )B Minimum found, algorithm terminates
return
end if
if costs[pa ] < costs[pb ] then
for i=pb to pend − 1 step +1 do
Shutdown(πi )
end for
Search(pstart , pb )
else if costs[pa ] > costs[pb ] then
Search(pa , pend )
end if
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ously becoming smaller, resulting in a larger degree of
parallel overhead. Moreover, we can assume that if the
parallel overhead of any number of processors increases,
then the parallel overhead of all greater number processors increases by at least the same.
ep,t and B
ep,t can shift
As a consequence, a change of E
the cost minimum only to a lower number of processors
ep+1,t and B
ep+1,t both have deteriosince the values E
rated to the same extent. Based on these assumptions
we can restrict the search interval after a transition to a
new scaling phase to a number of processors lower than
the current number.
A transition to a scaling phase requires a trigger
that signals a possible change of the most recently approximated cost curve, and therefore a potential new
location of the cost minimum. Throughout the stable
ep,t are
phase, the continuously updated values of C
n
ep,t that was taken at the becompared to the value C
m
ginning of the current stable phase. Furthermore, the
user defines a parameter sensitivity value s that specep,t that triggers a
ifies the percentage increase of C
m
transition. Thus, if the condition in Equation 6 is detected, a transition to a new scaling phase takes place.

ep,t ∗ (1 + s) ≤ C
ep,t
C
m
n

(6)

4.4 Costs of Approximation
Algorithm 3 Scale
Input:
targetNumberOfProcs - Target number of processors
1: p ← currentNumberOfProcs()
2: persistent list standbyList B Procs. in standby mode
3: if targetNumberOfProcs < p then
B Remove procs.
from task pool
4:
for i = p − 1 to targetNumberOfProcs step −1 do
5:
RemoveFromPool(πi )
6:
standbyList.add(πi )
7:
end for
8: else
B Add procs. to task pool
9:
for i = p to targetN umberOf P rocs − 1 step +1 do
10:
if !standbyList.isEmpty() then
11:
standbyList.remove(πi )
12:
else
13:
Boot(πi )
14:
end if
15:
AddToPool(πi )
16:
end for
17: end if

ep,t decreases as the computation
we can assume that E
ep,t increases. Often, this holds for
progresses, whereas B
applications that perform dynamic problem decomposition since the granularity of created tasks is continu-

In this section, we investigate on the costs resulting
from a parallel computation using our optimization
method. These costs, called Ctotal , include all additional
costs owed to our dynamic optimization process and differ from the costs C(p) (cf. Equation 1), which represent
the costs of a computation with a constant number of
processors p. We can assume that the optimization process starts with a number of processors that is generally
not equal to the cost minimum number of processors.
Hence, it results in additional costs, compared to the
cost minimum.
Figure 7 shows an example of the heuristic’s operation. It illustrates the varying number of utilized processors during computation as well as the corresponding phases. The total runtime of a computation that is
optimized by our heuristic is denoted as Ttotal .
We can see, that during the initial scaling phase all
scaling operations are heading towards p = 7. The cost
minimal number of processors is found with a small cost
overhead since the set of possible solutions is continuously reduced. In the shown example the initial solution is found after nine probes in a set of 32 possible
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T total - Total Runtime with Heuristic

22
Stable Phase
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20
18
16
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10
8
6
4
2
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0

Fig. 7 Number of processors p utilized during scaling and
stable phase.

solutions. We employ Equation 7 to determine the total
costs Ctotal of a program run optimized by our method.

Ctotal =
pmax
X−1

(

i=0

Tπi ∗ cπ ) + (Ttotal ∗ cω ) + (

pmax
X−1

Tπi ∗ Bπi ∗ cθ )

i=0

(7)
This equation considers the basic constituents of our
cost model (cf. Equation 1-4), taking into account the
varying number of processors employed during the computation (pmax denotes the maximum number of processors used). The costs for the computing resources
can be calculated by considering the time span between
boot and shutdown (and thus billed time) Tπi of each
processor πi . The opportunity costs are calculated analogously to Equation 4 by using Ttotal . Finally, the costs
for communication are determined by accumulating the
communication volume Tπi ∗ Bπi of each processor πi .

5 Architecture and Implementation
To put our work into practice, we implemented a Javabased prototype of a distributed task pool and our
optimization method. In this section, we give a brief
overview of the architecture of our prototype, along
with the corresponding components and their role. Figure 8 shows the overall architecture that is organized
into two layers. The foundation forms an OpenStack
based IaaS cloud [42]. OpenStack is currently the most
widely-adopted open-source cloud platform. However,
all methods discussed in our paper can also be easily
implemented on top of other IaaS cloud offerings like
Amazon AWS or Google Cloud Platform.

Basically, we employ two OpenStack IaaS components for our implementation: The monitoring service
(called Ceilometer ) and the compute service (called
Nova). Ceilometer keeps track of the worker’s metrics,
whereas Nova executes the worker’s life-cycle operations.
The tenant’s domain (located on top of the IaaS
layer) operates the worker VMs of the elastic task pool
and a VM that acts as a controller by managing the
elastic task pool as discussed in Section 4. The entire
communication between provider and tenant is accomplished by using OpenStack4j [3], an open-source client
library for OpenStack.
Next, we show the interaction of the architecture
components within the scope of a single iteration of Algorithm 2. The order of interactions is highlighted in
Figure 8. During computation, each worker sends its
metrics (efficiency and communication rate) at predefined time intervals to the monitoring service (step 1).
The master, in turn, polls these metrics (step 2), analyzes them and calculates the resulting monetary costs
of the current execution environment (step 3). Based on
this information, a scaling decision is made and sent to
the compute service (step 4). To prevent inconsistencies
in the task pool, all workers have to be informed about
the scaling decision. Subsequently, the compute service
adapts the execution environment, either by booting
new or shutting down existing workers (step 5). At this
point, a single iteration comes to its end, followed by
next iterations in the same way.
We conclude this section with a brief outline of the
implementation of our distributed task pool, as shown
in Figure 8. Each worker maintains a synchronized shared
queue, intended for tasks that can be stolen by idle
workers. The thief chooses its victim in a round-robin
procedure. Provided that all tasks have been completed,
the computation’s termination needs to be detected.
Detecting termination in a distributed computation like
in our task pool execution environment is a non-trivial
task since every worker has only a partial knowledge
of remaining tasks. Thus, for our prototypical implementation, we employed a central approach, where the
coordinator maintains a state list of all tasks.
6 Experimental Evaluation
6.1 Experimental Platform and Setup
The experiments presented in this section were conducted on a private cloud hosted at Reutlingen University. This OpenStack based cloud provides a platform for researchers and students supporting various
research and teaching activities. All experiments were
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6.2 Methodology
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VM
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…
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Infrastructure API

2
Ceilometer
(Monitoring Service)

Nova
(Compute Service)

Fig. 8 System architecture and interaction of components.

performed during regular multi-tenant operation of the
cloud.
The underlying hardware consists of identically configured servers, each equipped with two Intel Xeon E52650v2 CPUs and 128 GB main memory. All CPUs have
eight cores operating at 2.6 GHz. The servers are connected by multiple networks separating management,
storage, and tenant VM communication. Specifically,
all self-service virtual networks connecting tenant VMs
are operated on a 10 GBit/s physical ethernet network.
For executing our elastic distributed task pool (cf.
Figure 8), we utilize identical virtual machines with 1
vCPU and 2 GB main memory for hosting workers.
Thus, in our experiments, elasticity is based on horizontal scaling, i.e., the number of processors p employed
directly translates to the number of virtual machines.
The coordinator is executed on a VM with 2 vCPUs
and 4 GB main memory. All VMs are connected by a
self-service virtual network.
As discussed in Section 3.2, we set the cost parameters to cπ = $0.2/h, cω = $1/h, cθ = $0.1/GB. We assume fine-grained billing, with a granularity of seconds
and megabyte, respectively. This corresponds to pricing
models currently offered by major cloud providers like
Amazon AWS [1] or Google Cloud Platform [5].

Our goal is to perform an extensive experimental evaluation of the presented concepts by employing exemplary
problems that exhibit a high degree of irregularity. As
stated in Section 2, this particularly holds for the class
of state space search problems. Algorithms for this class
of problems implicitly construct a search tree where
each node represents a state, edges constrain state properties, and paths in the tree represent results. During
computation, tree nodes are selected (often employing a
heuristic) and expanded to child nodes in order to find
profitable paths possessing desired properties. As a result, the shape and size of the tree highly depend on the
input data and cannot be estimated by a (semi-)static
analysis. In case of parallel computation, the varying
and unpredictable sizes of subtrees lead to load imbalance, which in turn significantly affects scalability.
State-of-the-art implementations of representative
state space search problems, like Boolean satisfiability
or discrete optimization, typically incorporate randomization, most often leading to highly varying parallel
runtimes for the same input [9], [46], [8]. Moreover, we
cannot directly control the degree of irregularity and
thus the scalability. This renders a systematic performance investigation of our method unfeasible. For this
reason, we employ a generic state space search application (denoted GSSSA) exhibiting all relevant characteristics of state space search applications, particularly
w.r.t. parallel execution. Moreover, it permits to explicitly control the irregularity and therefore the scalability
by means of a small set of parameters. In Section 6.3
we first give a detailed description of GSSSA. Subsequently, we report on a detailed investigation of the
characteristics of our optimization method enabled by
the GSSSA approach.
To see how our optimization method performs with
a real-world application, we conducted an additional
performance analysis, using different variations of the
well-known Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP). The
results are discussed in Section 6.4.

6.3 Generic State Space Search Application
6.3.1 Problem Description
For constructing a generic state space search application we first have to identify their common properties
with respect to parallel execution. Common to parallel
execution of state space search problems is the principle of exploratory problem decomposition: Nodes resulting from one expansion (i.e., having a common parent node) can be allocated to different tasks for parallel
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processing. Each task, in turn, contains all state data
to process the respective subtree, enabling a parallel
construction of individual subtrees. The workload generated during expansion depends on the application.
Typically, this is a CPU intensive workload, i.e., checking if the current state fulfills defined conditions. However, scalability usually depends on the (ir)regularity,
i.e., the balancing of workload, of subtrees resulting
from expansions. In general, we can assume that each
expansion falls either in the category regular or irregular and the ratio of both determines the scalability.
GSSSA is based on a binary search tree where each
node is associated with a workload value w representing
the (remaining) workload modeled as w random SHA-1
hash calculations. Tree nodes can either expand to two
child nodes, partitioning the workload of the parent according to specific rules (see below) or act as leaves,
performing the remaining hash calculations. The search
tree is comprised of two separate subtrees, both originating at the root. One subtree represents the regular
fraction and the other the irregular fraction (cf. Figure 9). We model this structure by starting the computation with two nodes, for which the workload is defined
by the parameter wr and wi , respectively. Thus, we can
assign a weighting to the regular and irregular fraction. Additionally, the irregular fraction of the tree is
associated with a balancing parameter b, specifying the
workload partitioning between expanded child nodes.
The regular fraction of the tree is associated with a
fixed balancing value of 0.5, i.e., expansion leads to two
child nodes each having half of the parent’s workload.
To limit the granularity of node expansion, the global
granularity parameter g specifies the smallest allowed
workload of a node. Table 1 provides an overview of all
parameters of GSSSA.
In a concrete application, the mixture of regular and
irregular trees would manifest itself in subtrees randomly, which is in contrast to our GSSSA approach,
where expansions of nodes in the same subtree always
result in more subtrees, which are either regular or irregular. However, this does not limit our approach since
parallel execution leads to the desired mixture and distribution of regular and irregular subtrees across all
participating workers.
Each parameter affects the structure of the resulting
search space differently. Together they allow a precise
control of characteristics of parallel execution like scalability while providing a generic problem that exhibits
no difference in parallelization compared to any specific
state space search problem. For example, the degree of
irregularity, and thus the scalability, is controlled by
the balancing parameter, whereas the initial workload
(wr and wi ) controls to which extent the overall tree

structure is affected. To allow a broad scope of experiments, we employed GSSSA to generate three problem
instances with different scalability characteristics (cf.
Table 2).

Name

Description

Range

wr

Workload of regular fraction

N

wi

Workload of irregular fraction

N

b

Balancing of workload between child
nodes in irregular fraction

[0.0, 0.5]

g

Granularity, i.e., smallest
allowed workload of a node

N

Table 1 Overview of parameters used for GSSSA.

Root
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wi
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100
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50
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Regular Fr action
Workload: wr = 200
Balancing: 0.5
Granularity: g = 25

25

25

Ir regular Fr action
Workload: wi = 500
Balancing: b = 0.05
Granularity: g = 25

Fig. 9 Exemplary structure of an implicitly constructed
GSSSA search tree.

6.3.2 Analysis of Example Problems
First of all, we analyze parallel computations of the
three example problems presented in Table 2. The resulting insights are intended to be twofold: We want to
show that the computations yield to reproducible and
controllable scalability characteristics. Secondly, we will
use the results later as reference values, enabling us to
draw a comparison between computations both with
and without employing our optimization method. To
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Name

Trend of overhead

wr

wi

GSSSA IW
GSSSA IS
GSSSA C

weakly increasing
strongly increasing
constant

5 000 000 000
1 000 000 000
0.0

15 000 000 000
19 000 000 000
20 000 000 000

b
0.001
0.0002
0.0
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g
1 000 000
1 000 000
1 000 000

Table 2 Description of three GSSSA example problems used for experimental evaluation.

this end, we carried out each computation three times
with a fixed number of processors, for every number of
processors p and calculated the arithmetic mean of the
parallel runtime Tp , and communication volume Tp ∗Bp .
Based on these values, we determined the corresponding costs C(p), as defined in Equation 1. The graphs in
Figure 10 show each cost constituent of C(p) (for a fixed
number of processors p, p = 1 . . . 32) for computations
of GSSSA C, GSSSA IW, and GSSSA IS, whereas the
corresponding runtime metrics and the coefficient of
variation are shown in Table 3.
The results in Table 3 show that we obtain the typical characteristics of parallel computations with GSSSA.
On the one hand, we can see that the parallel runtime decreases, whereas communication overhead increases, as the degree of parallelism increases. However,
the gained runtime reduction is getting continuously
smaller for each additional processor. Moreover, the
characteristics demonstrate that each example problem
exhibits a different scalability. Furthermore, the data
in Table 3 show that all metrics have a small variation,
which further indicates that GSSSA fulfills the stated
requirements.
Regarding Figure 10 we observe a broad spectrum
of costs C(p) for each example problem, which is attributable to the significant impact of the scalability.
Note that the curves’ shapes match the realistic problem
scenario discussed in Section 3.2, confirming their validity. Comparing the runtime Tp in Table 3 of GSSSA IW
and GSSSA IS shows a much poorer scalability of the
latter. Adding more computing capacities minimizes
costs until a certain number of processors is reached,
from which costs increase. This turning point, which
also is the most cost-effective number of processors, is
moving to a higher number of processors for scalable
computations. One can see that the most cost-effective
number of processors p is located at quite different positions, namely p = 6 with $1.17, p = 10 with $0.75,
and p = 7 with $0.96, for GSSSA C, GSSSA IW, and
GSSSA IS, respectively. The maximum value of each
curve in the search interval is located at the upper or
lower limit of the interval, more precisely at p = 32
with $3.43, p = 1 with $2.47, and p = 1 with $2.44,
for GSSSA C, GSSSA IW, and GSSSA IS, respectively.
By utilizing additional processors beyond the cost min-

imum, the user would not only pay for inefficiently
used computing resources; moreover, the additional resources induce more costs due to an increasing communication overhead, which is billed separately. This
is particularly evident for the metrics of GSSSA IS :
Increasing the number of processors beyond the most
cost-efficient point (p = 7) yields to almost no reduction of the runtime, whereas the resulting communication volume increases significantly. Consequently, the
costs of GSSSA IS increase drastically for p > 7. In
contrast, the costs of GSSSA IW increase only slightly
beyond the most cost-efficient point (p = 10), leading
to a different shape of the cost curve.
Following on from these results, we will take a closer
look at the approximated runtime characteristics of our
three example problems (cf. Figure 11). By continuously taking and analyzing probes for a fixed number of processors (p = 32, 16, 8), we get an insight
ep,t and B
ep,t . Computations
into the data series of E
of GSSSA IW and GSSSA IS result in an increasing
degree of overhead as computation progresses. Hence,
utilizing a constant number of processors, the approxep,t decreases over time, while the
imated efficiency E
ep,t increases. This
approximated communication rate B
is in contrast to computations of GSSSA C that result
in an constant degree of overhead, i.e., constant values
ep,t and B
ep,t as computation progresses. Based on
of E
e
e
Ep,t and Bp,t , we can determine the trend of approxiep,t in dependence of the time. Note that
mated costs C
ep,t with
we have to multiply the approximated costs C
the sequential runtime Ts since the approximated cost
curve is based on Ts = 1.
The results in Figure 11 give evidence that GSSSA
possess the typical runtime characteristics of parallel
state space search problems. As the graphs on the left
side imply, both GSSSA IW and GSSSA IS have a
ep,t and increasing comtrend of decreasing efficiency E
e
munication rate Bp,t as the computation is progressing. Further analysis reveals a noticeable impact of the
used parameters of GSSSA on the runtime behavior:
The degree to which the efficiency decreases depends
on the value of the balancing parameter b and the number of utilized processors. Since GSSSA IS has a much
smaller balancing parameter compared to GSSSA IW,
exploratory decomposition is highly irregular, leading
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Fig. 10 Costs of GSSSA C, GSSSA IW, and GSSSA IS, executed with different fixed numbers of processors p.

p
1
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32

Arithmetic mean
Runtime - Tp [sec]
Comm. - Tp ∗ Bp [GB]
GSSSA ...
GSSSA ...
C
IW
IS
C
IW
IS
7589 7404 7309 0.000 0.000
0.000
4417 3632 3634 0.097 0.016
0.058
2554 1864 2260 0.235 0.045
0.140
1845 1338 1583 0.419 0.079
0.244
1632 1040 1287 0.680 0.123
0.381
1560
878
1158 0.984 0.166
0.544
1517
777
1067 1.297 0.217
0.712
1526
686
1042 1.603 0.264
0.881
1479
633
1017 1.926 0.319
1.049
1494
586
996
2.231 0.370
1.226
1501
566
982
2.539 0.423
1.416
1476
534
968
2.849 0.471
1.574
1470
518
968
3.148 0.524
1.750
1452
494
965
3.481 0.575
1.992
1460
483
956
3.807 0.628
2.109
1459
466
954
4.090 0.675
2.289
1454
448
950
4.404 0.734
2.465

Coefficient of variation
Runtime - Tp
Comm. - Tp ∗ Bp
GSSSA ...
GSSSA ...
C
IW
IS
C
IW
IS
0.009 0.008 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.024 0.012 0.004 0.010 0.052 0.002
0.010 0.027 0.038 0.005 0.025 0.012
0.008 0.008 0.010 0.004 0.007 0.009
0.007 0.020 0.020 0.002 0.013 0.004
0.007 0.010 0.021 0.011 0.021 0.005
0.018 0.020 0.006 0.005 0.005 0.002
0.003 0.009 0.004 0.006 0.013 0.008
0.002 0.021 0.009 0.004 0.009 0.005
0.002 0.013 0.007 0.001 0.006 0.006
0.011 0.016 0.009 0.004 0.016 0.007
0.003 0.009 0.015 0.004 0.006 0.003
0.009 0.023 0.016 0.005 0.004 0.006
0.002 0.006 0.010 0.008 0.015 0.006
0.002 0.026 0.012 0.002 0.004 0.005
0.008 0.019 0.021 0.002 0.005 0.009
0.008 0.007 0.017 0.006 0.004 0.008

Table 3 Runtime metrics - arithmetic mean and coefficient of variation of GSSSA C, GSSSA IW, and GSSSA IS.

to unbalanced tasks. This, in turn, results in a low parallel efficiency and an increasing communication rate.
ep,t ∗ Ts , shown
Applied to the approximated costs C
on the right side, this results in a steady increase for
GSSSA IS, whereas GSSSA IW abruptly reaches its
peak. Furthermore, we see that GSSSA C has quite
ep,t , B
ep,t and C
ep,t ∗ Ts as comconstant values for E
putation is progressing. For GSSSA C, the values of
ep,t and B
ep,t match closely the values of E(p) and
E
Bp at any point in time. In particular these values
are E(32) = 0.16, E(16) = 0.32, E(8) = 0.58, and
B32 = 3.00[M B/sec], B16 = 1.30[M B/sec], and B8 =
0.42[M B/sec].
6.3.3 Approximation of Cost Function
An important finding of our work is the implicit approximation of the cost function C(p) that is continuously carried out during computation by taking probes.

ep,t of a single probe by
We determine the accuracy A
ep,t ∗ Ts against the
comparing the approximated costs C
e
ep,t ∗ Ts |. The
actual costs C(p), i.e., Ap,t = |C(p) − C
e of the accuracies A
ep,t of all probes
arithmetic mean A
during a scaling phase reflects the accuracy of approximating the cost function C(p).
ep of a speMoreover, we determine the reliability R
cific approximation point by using the standard deviation of all cost approximations performed for this point.
e of all reliabilities R
ep of approxThe arithmetic mean R
imated points reflects the reliability of approximating
the cost function C(p).
The primary factor influencing an approximation’s
quality is the duration d for taking performance probes
(cf. Section 4.1). On the one hand, we are interested
in short durations to retrieve approximations quickly.
On the other hand, a short duration may result in
poor accuracy and poor reliability. Therefore, we inves-
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Fig. 11 Data series of the probing process and the corresponding approximated efficiency, communication and costs of
GSSSA C, GSSSA IW and GSSSA IS.

tigate next the effects of different durations of probes
on the approximation. To achieve this, we analyze the
ep,t ∗ Ts for computations
initially approximated costs C

of GSSSA C. This problem can be regarded as a special
case since it is one with a constant degree of overhead
over time. Hence, the data underlying the approxima-
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ep,t and measured
tion process (measured efficiency E
e
communication rate Bp,t ) remain constant, independently from the progress of computation. Consequently,
only one scaling phase is carried out since the resulting
ep,t ∗ Ts are still current at any time during
values of C
computation. This is in contrast to GSSSA IW and
ep,t varies over time, making a direct
GSSSA IS where C
ep,t ∗ Ts less conclusive.
comparison of C(p) and C
The graphs in Figure 12 visualize the accuracy and
reliability for different durations of probes. Initially noticeable are the large intervals with missing points of
approximated costs in all cases. This is owed to the proceeding of our optimization method, where the search
interval is shortened by only taking a few probes, instead of probing the whole search interval. The measurements reveal that the accuracy decreases for a decreasing probe duration d. Moreover, the measurements
also reveal a significantly decreasing reliability for durations d < 5 sec. Based on these results we see that
a duration longer than 5 sec only marginally improves
the approximations accuracy and reliability.

6.3.4 Estimation of Runtime Parameters
At this point, we want to analyze to what extent the
values of the sensitivity s and the probe duration d influence the total costs Ctotal of a computation employing our optimization method. First, we focus on the
probe duration d. In Section 6.3.3 we already discussed
the influence of the probe duration on the quality of approximations. Figure 13 shows the resulting total costs
Ctotal of the computations performed in the last section
for different values of the probe duration d.
The results reveal that our optimization method
performs most cost-efficient with probe durations of
both d = 5 sec and d = 1 sec within the precision of
measurements. However, considering the results of Section 6.3.3, we opt for a probe duration of d = 5 sec as
the more favorable choice due its greater approximation
quality.
Next, we analyze the effects of different sensitivity
values s (cf. Equation 6), which control the transition
into a scaling phase. For this analysis we employed the
example problem GSSSA IS. As previously seen in Figure 11, GSSSA IS is a more challenging problem compared to GSSSA IW since the latter has just a small
ep,t ∗Ts increases. We conducted
time interval in where C
three program runs of GSSSA IS, using sensitivity values of s = 5%, s = 100%, and s = 500%. Furthermore,
we monitored the point in time, the type (scale out or
in), and the extent of all scaling operations. The results
are shown in Figure 14.
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As anticipated, employing small sensitivity values
like s = 5% initiates many transitions into a scaling
phase. Looking at Figure 14, we see that seven scaling phases were performed for this sensitivity value,
whereas for a sensitivity value of s = 500% only an initial scaling phase is carried out. Consequently, a scaling
phase and the resulting approximation of the costs have
a more stable character for higher sensitivity values.
This, in turn, results in resistance against temporary
events that change the parallel overhead. Such events
may interfere with individual probes, resulting in cost
overhead due to unnecessary transitions into a scaling
phase. However, at the same time, higher sensitivity values restrict the dynamics of the optimization method:
In the scaling phase, once a most cost-effective number
of processors is found, it is used for a longer period.
Figure 15 shows the resulting total costs Ctotal of
computations of GSSSA IW and GSSSA IS for sensitivity values between s = 5% and s = 500%. The
graphs show that the sensitivity value greatly influences the resulting costs Ctotal . In general, we see a
trend of increasing costs as well as a more significant
variation between individual results for increasing sensitivity values. This holds true both for GSSSA IW and
GSSSA IS. This correlation is attributed to the lowered frequency of performed scaling phases for higher
sensitivity values, limiting the flexibility of our optimization method. Moreover, the graphs show that the
costs Ctotal of GSSSA IW increases much slower compared to GSSSA IS. Since GSSSA IW has a better scalability, the costs of utilizing a greater number of processors differ only slightly from the costs of the most
cost-effective number of processors. Computations of
GSSSA IW are less sensitive to limited flexibility of
the optimization method. Hence, Ctotal increases only
slightly for higher values of the trigger sensitivity. Furthermore, in our experiments we observed that sensitivity values s < 5% caused a behavior where stable
phases end immediately, effectively leading to continuous scaling operations. Thus, we can conclude that a
sensitivity of s = 5% is best suited for our optimization
method.
6.3.5 Analysis of Overall Cost Efficiency
In this concluding section of our experimental evaluation of GSSSA, we evaluate the overall cost-efficiency of
our optimization method. Without using our method,
computation generally would be performed utilizing a
constant number of processors that is selected by the
user. We employ the most cost-efficient and most costinefficient possible scenario of this selection as comparative data for our evaluation. This, in turn, allows to de-
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Fig. 12 Accuracy and reliability of cost approx. for different durations of probes. Values are based on 5 runs for each setting.

$1,4

with respect to the results of Section 6.3.4, i.e., d = 5
sec and s = 5%.
Figure 16 shows that our optimization method performs computations in a cost-efficient manner for all
three example problems. The costs Ctotal of a computation with our method are $1.18, $0.93 and $1.13
for GSSSA C, GSSSA IW, and GSSSA IS respectively.
This is about 1%, 24%, and 18% more compared to the
most cost-efficient execution of the respective computation. Moreover, these costs are 66%, 62%, and 54%
smaller compared to the most cost-inefficient execution.
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Fig. 13 Total costs for different probe durations. Values are
based on 5 runs for each setting.

6.4.1 Problem Description

termine the cost overhead of our optimization method,
which results from scaling operations and inaccuracies
of cost approximations. As stated, for computations of
GSSSA C only the initial scaling phase is carried out,
whereas for GSSSA IW and GSSSA IS a continuous
alternation of both phases takes place. The parameters
for the duration of a probe d and sensitivity s are set

The Traveling Salesman Problem is to find the cheapest
way of successively visiting multiple cities exactly once
and returning to the starting point, given a collection
of cities together with the distance of travel between
each pair of them. For a symmetric TSP, the distance
of traveling between city i and city j are the same in
each opposite direction, i.e., ci,j = cj,i . However, for an
asymmetric TSP, the distance of traveling between city
i and city j might be different, resulting in a more com-
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One way to model the problem is a complete graph
with weighted edges. In this model cities are represented
as vertices, paths between cities are edges, and a path’s
distance is the edge’s weight. The TSP is an optimization problem, more precisely a minimization problem,
with the goal of minimizing the distance of a round-trip
that starts and ends at a specified city, i.e., to find a
tour where the sum of individual distances along the
paths is minimal.
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Fig. 16 Comparison of costs for computations of three
GSSSA example problems.

plicated problem since the number of possible solutions
doubles.

Many algorithms for solving the TSP rely on state
space trees. The root node represents the initial state,
i.e., the city from which the salesman starts. The path
from the root to a specific node represent a defined
state of the problem, i.e., the cities that already have
been visited, their order, and the distance of this path.
Furthermore, all nodes located directly below the current node are the unvisited cities reachable or, more
specifically, the states that are generated by visiting
the selected city. Ultimately, a state is reached with
no unvisited cities left, i.e., in this path all cities have
been visited. This property holds true for all leaf nodes,
which represent the state of a valid tour.
Employing a state space tree, the most straightforward method to solve the TSP is a brute force search
that dynamically explores the complete state space tree
to find the tour with minimum distance. However, the
TSP belongs to the class of NP-hard problems, i.e., an
increasing number of cities results in exponentially increasing computing time. Hence, even for instances of
fairly small size an exhaustive search soon becomes forbiddingly large and finding the solution in reasonable
time is impossible.
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In practice, there are several methods for improving
the computation time of a brute force search like branch
and bound. During the computation, branch and bound
is used to generate a continuously improving knowledge
that is used to reduce the number of states of the state
space tree. Instead of performing an exhaustive search
over all possible states, branch and bound guides the
search to potentially profitable regions of the tree.
Basically, the state space tree is partitioned into increasingly small subsets, called branches. Each branch,
in turn, represents a subset of the feasible solutions
(tours). Apart from this, for all resulting branches, the
distance traveled so far is calculated, constituting the
lower bound for all tours contained in this branch. This
value is checked against an upper bound, which is the
currently best known feasible solution. If the lower bound
of the current branch is greater than the upper bound,
it can be discarded since it will never lead to a better solution. Eventually, the search procedure reaches a
leaf state of the state space tree, representing a single
tour. This leaf state will be used as an upper bound
and, provided that the tours distance is smaller than
the current upper bound, a new best solution has been
found. Termination takes place if there is certainty that
the lower bounds of all unexplored branches are greater
than the upper bound. At the same time, it is proven
that the best solution found so far is also the optimal
solution.
Parallelization of TSP solving becomes intuitive by
leveraging the nature of the branch and bound approach:
For problem decomposition, individual states of the state
space tree are the input for generated tasks, which can
be executed in parallel. As previously stated, this is
done dynamically at runtime in order to achieve high
parallel efficiency. In this context, one also has to keep
in mind the bounding operations as well as the consequential pruning operations. To effectively eliminate
unprofitable branches in the parallel version it is essential that all processors synchronize their local upper bounds. For this, a processor typically performs a
broadcast when a new best solution has been found.
However, bounding and pruning together result in highly
irregular workload and furthermore in working anomalies.
In practice there exist many variations of the TSP
like the Traveling Salesman Subtour Problem (TSSP).
Generally, the TSP states that all cities of the given set
have to be visited exactly once. Yet, in some problem
scenarios, a time constraint may prevent the salesman
to visit every city in the given period. Consequently,
a tour must be determined that contains as many as
possible cities but does not violate the time constraint.
Solving TSSP is in most cases more complex than TSP
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since it requires additional evaluations. Finding an optimal solution requires not only selecting the set of cities
to visit but also their optimal order. However, the discussed methods to solve the TSP can be employed by
adding a time constraint that is evaluated in the same
way as the upper bound.
To validate the cost-efficiency of our optimization
method for real-world applications, we used three TSP
instances of different types and different runtime characteristics as shown in Table 4. The instances TSP gr21
and TSP berlin52 are taken from the benchmark collection TSPLIB95 [4], whereas TSP as30 is a randomly
generated instance.

6.4.2 Analysis of Overall Cost Efficiency
In this concluding section of our experimental analysis,
we evaluate the overall cost-efficiency of our optimization method for parallel computations of the three presented TSP instances. Like in Section 6.3.5 we compare
the total costs of computations controlled by our optimization method Ctotal to the most cost-efficient and
most cost-inefficient computations utilizing a constant
number of processors. Also, we employ the same runtime parameters, i.e., a probe duration of d = 5 sec and
a trigger sensitivity of s = 5%.
Figure 17 illustrates the results of our analysis. As
with GSSSA, our optimization method also results in
cost-efficient computations for all three TSP instances.
The costs Ctotal of a computation with our method are
$3.55, $2.41 and $5.21 for TSP gr21, TSP berlin52, and
TSP as30, respectively. This is about 13%, 30%, and
17% more compared to the most cost-efficient execution
of the respective computation. Moreover, these costs
are 65%, 30%, and 80% smaller compared to the most
cost-inefficient execution.
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$25,0

Ctotal

$20,0
$15,0
$10,0
$5,0
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Fig. 17 Comparison of costs for computations of three TSP
example problems. Values are based on 3 runs.
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Name

No. of cities

TSP gr21
TSP berlin52
TSP as30

21
52
30

Type
symmetric - No budget constraint
symmetric - Budget constraint of 1200
asymmetric - No budget constraint

Table 4 Description of three TSP problems used for experimental evaluation.

The results of our experimental evaluation of GSSSA
and TSP provide strong evidence that our optimization
method results in cost-efficient computations across different application domains and leads to a significant
cost reduction.

7 Related Work
There exists a growing body of research on how to
adapt parallel applications for cloud computing, e.g.,
[12], [6], and [18]. Various classes of parallel applications
are well-suited for this kind of infrastructure. However,
some applications can be executed only with limited
efficiency on standard cloud computing offerings. This
is mostly the case if nonstandard hardware (e.g., lowlatency network-links) is required. Studies like [19], [37],
and [28] investigate on the suitability of such applications for cloud computing. Recently, cloud computing providers have recognized the demand for highperformance cloud systems and launched offerings like
the H-Series of Microsoft Azure, which provide
performance-optimized VMs that are connected through
InfiniBand [2]. Our work focuses on a class of parallel
applications that are less tightly coupled, hence they do
not show such specific hardware demands.

7.1 Cloud Based Distributed Task Pools
Many studies have been published on distributed task
pools, e.g., [39], [43], and [41]. Specifically, the question
of enabling distributed task pools for cloud computing was the topic of recent research. The authors of [50]
present a modified version of the basic work-stealing algorithm, which makes decisions about victim-selection
based on the latency of network links. Workers close
to each other with low latencies are preferred victims
in a steal-operation. While this research addresses the
problem of unknown placement of VMs in the cloud infrastructure, we focus on the aspects of scalability and
monetary costs.
Also the authors of [29] consider cloud-based task
pools and analyzed the impact of available load information to optimize victim selection. Workers with

many outstanding tasks are potentially profitable victims. Whereas this work focuses on the effectiveness
of steal operations, our work investigates on cost optimization.

7.2 Modeling the Monetary Costs of Parallel Cloud
Computations
Modeling the monetary costs of computations was the
topic of several studies during the last decade and has
considerably been gaining importance with the advent
of cloud computing.
General cost models for cloud computing typically
take into account the costs for various computing resources the considered cloud service is comprised of,
like computing, network and storage resources [40], [49],
[15].
In [22] the authors present a cost model for computations in the context of HPC installations (that are not
cloud-based), taking into account the monetary costs of
capital expenditures (i.e., costs of physical assets like
servers) and operational expenditures (i.e., costs spent
to run the system).
The traditional cost model for parallel computations
defines costs as an accumulation of processing time [24].
The authors of [25] presented a cost model for cloud
computing that extends the discussed cost model for
parallel computations by the price charged from a cloud
provider for a single processor-time unit.
To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
that proposes a cost model for parallel cloud applications that employs the concept of opportunity costs.
Additionally, our cost model not only allows to determine the total monetary costs based on both runtime and utilized cloud resources; it also provides information concerning the costs of computations with unknown runtime and scalability characteristics, executed
in elastic execution environments.

7.3 Optimizing Monetary Costs of Parallel Cloud
Computations
In recent years there has been considerable interest
in cost-effective resource provisioning for parallel com-
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puting in cloud environments. Optimizing the monetary costs for executing parallel applications differs significantly from cost optimization of other application
classes like web services or workflow executions w.r.t. to
the optimization targets. For web services the conflicting optimization goals are monetary costs and response
time [20], [47], for workflows these are monetary costs
and throughput [30], [33], [32], [34]. This is in contrast
to parallel computations where monetary costs and runtime/speedup are the primary optimization targets [24].
In [21], the authors deal with optimizing the execution of independent single-machine jobs, from different grid computing projects, in cloud environments.
Knowing the workload of each task but not the time of
upcoming submissions, the authors evaluated different
online bin packing strategies used for scaling operations
and scheduling to prevent idling of VMs. The examined
strategies, in turn, resulted in individual trade-offs between execution time and monetary costs, obliging the
user to select an appropriate strategy. This is contrary
to our work, where the user only defines cost parameters, tasks have a hierarchical dependency, and the
workload of each task is unknown.
Resource provisioning for parallel processing of
master-slave iterative applications (e.g., Newton-Cotes
numerical integration) in cloud environments has been
addressed in [13], [14], and [45]. The master-slave execution environment is different from our distributed
task pool execution environment, which is decentralized
and employs dynamic load balancing. In their work, a
central master performs resource provisioning decisions
dynamically, based on the current application performance. To this end, the infrastructure’s CPU-utilization
is continuously monitored, and an adaptive threshold
mechanism triggers scaling operations. On the other
hand, we employ a cost model that utilizes the parallel efficiency to perform resource provisioning decisions dynamically. Costs, in turn, play a supplementary
role in their work by using the cost-time product to
consider trade-offs. By using the CPU-utilization, the
authors investigated an alternative way of approaching the problem of not knowing the characteristics of
a task like the workload. In their method, they assume that the CPU-utilization is a representative indicator of the performance. Unlike that, we use a probing
mechanism for an approximation of performance metrics like the efficiency and communication rate. This
allows us to determine the performance and parallel
overhead better since a high CPU-utilization is not only
induced by performance improving computations. As
stated in our work, overhead like communication increase CPU-utilization while having a negative impact
on performance. Moreover, the authors’ application is
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designed from the cloud providers perspective: Increasing/decreasing the number of VMs is done in fixed
steps, concerning the hosting capacity of the underlying
physical server, meaning that in each scaling operation
one physical server (hosting n-VMs) is added/removed.
Our work, however, describes a method from the perspective of the cloud consumer and scaling is performed
with a varying number of VMs, without information
and mechanisms of the underlying physical hardware.
A way to achieve cost efficiency with adaptations on
the level of the application itself is investigated in [44].
The discussed parallel application is based on a masterworker execution model, where a master instance is responsible for task scheduling and maintains a central
task queue. The authors presented a self-tuning application that varies the sizes of tasks according to the available network bandwidth between VMs. The variation,
in turn, is performed either dynamically during runtime
or only once, i.e., when the application is started, depending on the application’s setup. While in this work
the application is adjusted as a result of unpredictable
capacity changes of the infrastructure, we consider adjustments of the infrastructure, based on characteristics
of the workload.

8 Conclusion
Parallel processing turned out to be absolutely essential for significantly enhancing the performance of a
broad range of applications far beyond the supercomputing domain. This development stimulated sustained
research activities on all aspects of parallel systems.
The findings presented in our paper contribute to the
understanding of the opportunities of novel, cloud-based
platforms for parallel computing. Moreover, they are
an illustrative example of cross-fertilization of concepts
from the parallel and cloud computing domain.
We show that cloud computing offerings can be an
attractive platform for implementing parallel environments that permit to optimize the monetary costs of
parallel computations by the user. Specifically, our study
provides a novel approach for facilitating auto-scaling
to optimize the monetary costs of individual parallel
cloud computations.
One focus of our future research will be to refine
our method for the case of weak scalability, i.e., parallel applications that benefit from a growing problem
size when the number of processors is increased. Another direction for future research may cover the extension of our optimization method to take into account
dynamic pricing schemes of cloud resources, like the
auction based spot market of Amazon AWS.
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